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Retract ...
Automatic retraction of the sail
with wind speeds of over 40 km/h

... extend
A unique sail casts a unique shade

Individual Sails for
Individual People
A SunSquare sail is not just any sail.
Each sail is adapted to the structural
surroundings and needs of the customer.
Whether for the house, in front of the
swimming pool or in a public space
– the sail becomes a design feature. It
becomes architecture for shade.

Squaring the Circle
Perfect technology does not always meet
the highest claims of design nor vice versa. This started SunSquare thinking. And
what SunSquare came up with is akin to
squaring the circle. Perfect technology
with impressive visual appearance.

Perfection to Detail
With the purchase of a SunSquare sun sail, you not only get a classic
sunshade, you gain a product distinguished by highest standards in processing and manufacture. Only the very best fabric is used for the sail and
only highest-grade materials are used for the technical components. The
aim is to offer perfection itself right down to the smallest detail.

Made by Hand Individually
Have you ever asked yourself what products are made by hand today?
SunSquare systems are hand made one by one and can only be assembled by specialists who understand the intricacies of this particular work.
For this reason we have special partner companies who we can trust.
You’ll find their addresses on the back of this folder.

Public Spaces
Public spaces present special
challenges. SunSquare has also
taken on the task of meeting the
special requirements of public
spaces. Whether for restaurants,
hotels, museums, parks or customer
centres, SunSquare is the partner
for providing shade in public spaces
due to its individuality and incomparable quality.

A Chameleon
among Sun Sails
Whether for a turn-of-the-century
mansion or a modern glass complex,
SunSquare sun sails can be perfectly adapted to the surroundings – just
like a chameleon. You can enhance
the space by imparting depth or airi
ness. They can add Mediterranean
flair or a classical style; convey spaciousness or a feeling of intimacy.

Freestanding
The SunSquare sun sail is also available
in freestanding form for your event or
presentation.

SunSquare partners

manufacturer & world-wide
distributor

SunSquare® Kautzky GmbH,
Austria
Hochäckerstrasse 4-8
3430 Tulln
Tel: +43 (0)2272 81817-0
fax: +43 (0)2272 81817-99
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